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Summary. Among all causes of grapevine decline, Grapevine Trunk Diseases (GTDs)
are major concerns for grape growers. This paper reviews knowledge and proposes hypotheses on two major GTDs, esca and Botryosphaeria dieback, and assembles
a conceptual model. The objective was to collect information into a sequence, from
grapevine nursery propagation processes, through foliar symptom expression, to plant
death in mature vineyards. Pathogen infection and colonization steps in woody vine
tissues, and the hypotheses that have been formulated to explain the outburst of foliar
symptoms, are reported and discussed. Factors that could aggravate or repress GTD
symptoms and incidence expansion are also addressed. Vine physiology and pathology together could expand understanding of these diseases. Knowledge and hypotheses
that need validation are summarized, and a conceptual model is proposed to explain
the occurrence of symptoms and the influencing factors. The model could be useful
to cope with the complexity of GTDs, and as a starting point for research to unravel
knowledge gaps and suggest new disease management strategies.
Keywords. Esca, Botryosphaeria dieback, foliar symptoms, impacts, hypotheses, conceptual model.

INTRODUCTION

Grapevine Trunk Diseases (GTDs) are caused by several fungi belonging to nine different families (Mondello et al., 2018). These pathogens cause
wood discolouration and necroses, different foliar symptoms, yield damage,
and subsequent death of shoots, canes, spurs and whole grapevines (Bertsch
et al., 2013; Gramaje et al., 2018; Guérin-Dubrana et al., 2019). GTDs are
major causes of grapevine decline, especially in European countries. These
diseases can be divided into different syndromes, depending on symptoms,
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the families of pathogens involved (often related to geographical areas), environmental factors and vine age.
Major GTDs on adult vines include esca, Botryosphaeria dieback, and Eutypa dieback. On young vines,
main GTDs are Black foot disease, Petri disease or diebacks due to Botryosphaeriaceae, Verticillium or Fusarium (Mugnai et al., 1999; Surico, 2009; Larignon, 2016;
Gramaje et al., 2018).
Wood inhabiting fungi and their related necrosis in the trunks and arms of vines are considered to
be the agents associated with the different foliar symptom expressions, but in some GTDs, there is no clear
evidence of their role in symptoms expression. All the
associated pathogens have been proven to provoke wood
symptoms when inoculated to grapevine wood (Mugnai
et al., 1999; Larignon et al., 2009a; Bertsch et al., 2013),
but Koch’s postulates have not always been completed to
reproduce foliar symptoms. Foliar symptoms of Eutypa
dieback (stunted shoots, witch’s brooms) have been fully
reproduced on young or mature vines after wood inoculation with Eutypa lata (Sosnowski et al., 2007), those
of esca and Botryosphaeria dieback have not. Only two
papers (Sparapano et al., 2001; Feliciano et al., 2004)
have reported reproducing foliar symptoms on mature
vines, in 20 years of research, and the etiology of these
diseases has not been completely elucidated (Mondello et
al., 2018).
Grapevine decline is a major problem for French
grape growers and winemakers. In 2016, a National
Plan against Vine Decline (Plan National Dépérissement du Vignoble; PNDV) has given special attention to
the issue, and has helped to determine the causes, and
propose sustainable solutions for growers, to counteract
decline. Decline can be described as abnormal reduction
in vineyard productivity and longevity, related to multiple causes (biotic and abiotic factors). GTDs are one
of these causes. Although long-recognized (Chiarappa,
2000; Surico, 2009; Larignon, 2016), GTD incidence is
increasing in France since the 2000s and has reached
an annual average of 13% (Grosman and Doublet, 2012;
Bruez et al., 2013). In Europe, GTD incidence could be
similar, with reports fluctuating from 1.8 to 10.5% in
Spain and from 8 to 19% in Italy. Incidence of these diseases has reached 60 to 80% in some old vineyards in
Tuscany, Apulia and Sicily. Outside Europe, 30% of old
vineyards in Argentina are affected, and considerable
economic losses due to GTDs have been reported in the
United States of America, Australia and New Zealand
(De La Fuente et al., 2016).
The present review aims to provide increased understanding of the etiology of “tiger stripe” foliar symptoms
(FS) and apoplexy, two damaging symptoms frequently
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found in France and Europe on mature grapevines. The
apoplexy form involves sudden vine death while tiger
stripe symptoms are a milder form, with interveinal
discolourations and necrosis on leaf blades, affecting all
or part of vine foliage (Mugnai et al., 1999; Lecomte et
al., 2012). FS can lead, for the more severe form, to complete leaf wilting and leaf fall. Grape bunches may also
be affected, either directly or indirectly, leading to berry
shriveling, and yield and quality losses (Calzarano et al.,
2004; Fontaine et al., 2016; Claverie et al., 2017), as well
as drying up of canes, spurs and eventually whole plants
(Mondello et al., 2018; Guérin-Dubrana et al., 2019).
On adult vines, tiger stripes and apoplexy are associated with esca and to some extent, in France, and for
tiger stripes, to Botryosphaeria dieback although this
association has been controversial (Dubos et al., 2001;
Surico et al., 2006; Úrbez-Torres, 2011; Lecomte et al.,
2012). Esca has been assumed to be a complex of diseases, with symptoms associated to Grapevine Leaf Stripe
Disease (GLSD) and esca proper (Surico, 2009). In this
review, the terms esca and Botryosphaeria dieback are
used to refer to the diseases potentially responsible of
tiger-stripe like symptoms or apoplexy. Because Eutypa
dieback symptoms are better understood, and although
this disease also affects grapevine productivity, it is not
within the scope of this review.
FS are associated with a complex of fungi whose
roles and associations are not always clear, and these
may be altogether present in a single vine and influenced by genotypic and environmental factors. Fungi
can be wood-inhabiting but the detrimental symptoms
they cause for growers occur in the foliage at some distance from the infections. FS may be absent for many
years although necroses and cankers are present in vine
trunks as latent infections, and then can fluctuate from
year to year (Calzarano et al., 2018). For these reasons,
esca and Botryosphaeria dieback are regarded as complex diseases (Mondello et al., 2018). Understanding the
host/pathogen/environment triangle is critical to explain
the occurrence of FS (Fischer and Peighami-Ashnaei,
2019).
Because of the complexities of these diseases, a
systemic approach to understand their etiologies has
been taken, focusing on fungi and on vine physiology and related factors to explain the emergence of
disease symptoms. This approach consisted of reviewing knowledge on esca and Botryosphaeria dieback to
present a sequence of events from young grafted plants
to the death of mature vines, using conceptual modelling (Lamanda et al., 2012). This approach has two differences from a traditional review. First, it is set to provide a global overview of the syndrome indicating the
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interactions between many factors. For this reason, the
approach fails to provide a detailed exploration of individual aspects, but relies on existing reviews by specialists. Secondly, in addition to existing data on these diseases, we have attempted to fill knowledge gaps, making
assumptions supported either by published research (e.g.
agronomy and physiology) on grapevine subjects other
than GTDs, or from forest decline and forest pathology
disciplines. A significant principle for conceptual modelling that we have used is ‘parsimony’, which begins at
the general level and moves to the specific. Complexity
is added only if necessary in response to assumptions
(Lamanda et al., 2012). The conceptual model was submitted to an expert group to challenge the hypotheses
developed.
This review is organized in two parts: the first presents the hypothetical sequence of events leading to
FS and vine death, and the second discusses the major
influencing factors that are likely to aggravate or repress
this sequence. Figures supporting each part are also presented to summarize the hypothetical sequence of events
and the different interference drivers.
FROM PLANTATION TO SYMPTOM EMERGENCE
AND GRAPEVINE DEATH, THE KEY STEPS

Step 1: Infection
To contaminate vine tissues, it is assumed that GTD
fungi need fresh wounds as entry points, as few pathogens colonize hosts without entry points, because of
host protection layers such as periderm and rhytidome
(Pearce, 1996). Each successful infection initially occurs
with the simultaneous occurrence of outer inoculum
and a wound, although it is unclear whether some fungi can enter through uninjured tissues (Feliciano and
Gubler, 2001) or infections could initiate from endophytic propagules after being triggered by some environmental changes, as occurs in forest trees (Baum et al.,
2003). The term ‘outer inoculum’ can be defined as the
air-borne or soil-borne propagation forms of GTD fungi
(spores or mycelium) that can remain on the surface or
in the vicinity of the vine or wood debris, or on alternative hosts in the field or during nursery processes. In
contrast, ‘inner inoculum’ characterizes GTD fungi that
have penetrated and developed within grapevine tissues.
Outer inoculum
Phaeomoniella chlamydospora (Pch), Phaeoacremonium minimum (Pmi) and Fomitiporia mediterranea
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(Fmed) are the three fungi commonly associated with
the esca complex, but Eutypa lata (El), which causes
Eutypa dieback and several Botryosphaeriaceae species
(e.g. Diplodia seriata (Ds) and Neofusicoccum parvum
(Np)) are also frequently retrieved from the wood of
vines showing FS.
The life cycles of these pathogens have been thoroughly documented. Larignon and Gramaje (2015)
presented a review which compiled for each fungus its
mode of dissemination, infection points, favourable
climatic conditions and period of wound susceptibility, depending on the region of the world. Spore release
is commonly associated with a rain event, but the best
periods for inoculum dissemination can differ between
fungi. In France Pch spreads throughout the year, and
infections occur mainly in winter through pruning
wounds (Larignon et al., 2009a; Larignon and Gramaje,
2015), whereas Pmi is mostly present during the vegetative host period and infections on pruning wounds
occur mostly after grapevine budburst. Both of these
fungi can also enter vines through green stems during
spring (Davy et al., 2011). Infections by Botryosphaeriaceae are reported to occur following rain events,
but during periods from mostly winter to throughout
the year, depending on the region (Úrbez-Torres, 2011).
Some Botryosphaeriaceae species can penetrate vines
through pruning wounds, especially after bud bleeding,
but some can also enter through wounds on green stems
in spring and summer (Molot et al., 2006; Reis et al.,
2019).
Infection is also probably influenced by the intrinsic
abilities of each fungus, and their modes of wood colonization. An hypothesis formulated for esca was that
the fungi act in sequence, where colonization is initiated by pioneer fungi, as occurs for forest trees (Shigo,
1979; Boddy and Rayner, 1983; Pearce, 1996). Pioneer
fungi could survive greater amounts of phenolics and
other antimicrobial compounds than decay fungi. Decay
fungi start acting on host tissues when pioneer fungi
have sufficiently “detoxified” the plant tissues. For esca,
the hypothesis was that Pch and Pmi colonize first, and
then Fmed can invade (Larignon and Dubos, 1997; Mugnai et al., 1999). Valtaud et al. (2009) also reported that
Pch and Pmi have specific life traits, enzymatic ones in
particular, leading them to hypothesize that Pch could
be more specialized in toxin production (naphtalenones,
phenolics, polysaccharides) and Pmi more efficient at
degrading and colonizing tissues. Another hypothesis
(Mugnai et al., 1999) was that these fungi, included the
basidiomycete fungus Fmed, can interact but can also
act as primary pathogens, as shown by experimental
data (Sparapano et al., 2001; Surico, 2009).
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Despite information on pathogen life cycles, there
is little literature on the diversity and amounts of the
outer inoculum in vineyards, and on variability between
neighbouring plots, or between regions. Knowing this
would be important to indicate if outer inoculum is a
limiting factor, and vineyard or region specificities of
different Botryosphaeriaceae and Pch/Pmi/Fmed compositions in the outer inoculum. However, there is a lack of
validated monitoring methods to measure these effects,
at least in Europe.
Wounding
Grapevine is a liana that is pruned every year, in
winter. On an adult vine, this results in many wounds
between the 1-year-old wood (canes as lignified shoots)
and 2-year, 3-year or older wood (spurs, arms, trunk).
Grosclaude (1993) demonstrated the double impact of
pruning a fruit tree: first, connection between the woody
tissues and the atmosphere, characterized by drying and
embolizing vessels and the development of callose or gel
deposits; and second, the aspiration of air and particles
(including spores) inside the wood to, generally, a few
centimeters depth.
While other wound types (cracks or wounds caused
by biotic or abiotic factors) can also play roles, winter pruning wounds are thought to be the major entry
points for GTD fungi. Considerable research has been
carried out on the susceptibility of pruning wounds to
pathogen infections. This differs depending on the fungus, pruning date (early or late in winter) and climatic
conditions, and consequently the year and geographical
region (Larignon, 2011; Larignon and Gramaje, 2015;
Mondello et al., 2019). Wounds generally stay susceptible for several weeks and up to 4 months (Gramaje et al.,
2018). Pruning type and “quality” can also have indirect
consequence on GTDs, as these factors create specific
wood necroses and decay in the perennial host organs
(see below).
Grafting and production processes in grapevine
nurseries as well can result in wounding that has been
shown to provide infection points for GTD fungi. This
has been largely documented during the last decade, and
outlined by Gramaje and Armengol (2011) and Gramaje
et al. (2018). When a ready-to-sell nursery plant is dissected, most of the GTD fungi can be detected (Vigues
et al., 2007; Larignon et al., 2009b; Gramaje and Armengol, 2011; Spagnolo et al., 2011). In France, Pch and Botryosphaeriaceae are the major fungi isolated from plants,
Pmi is less frequently isolated, and Fmed or El have never
been detected. These fungi have been shown to be present
on rootstock and scion canes before grafting, but with
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much lower frequency than on ready-to-sell plants. This
suggests that some steps in the nursery processes (rehydrating, grafting, callusing and in nursery fields) are key
infection steps that increase the presence of GTD fungi.
This has been shown to be the case in different countries
(Aroca et al., 2010; Vigues et al., 2012; Vigues et al., 2013;
Gramaje and Di Marco, 2015; Gramaje et al., 2018).
It would be important to determine the respective
contributions of the initial infections in nurseries from
year-to-year accumulation of infections in vineyards to
the sanitary status of mature vines.
Yobregat et al. (2018) showed that plants initially
free of GTD fungi at planting (from green grafting techniques) are repeatedly infected from in-field infections,
and show the same amounts of inner inoculum as traditionally-produced plants within 3 years after planting. This suggests that the contribution of outer inoculum to the wood infections can be important in some
cases. This also highlights the importance of protecting
the wounds from field infections (Mondello et al., 2018),
although this is difficult, time-consuming and expensive
(Bertsch et al., 2013; Mondello et al., 2019).
Another related question is the contribution of
wounds during the first years of grapevine life (from
planting year up to 2- to 5-year-old plants), compared
to wounds made during later decades in older vines. In
young vines, pruning wounds (and possibly desuckering
wounds as well) provide dead wood and access for fungi
directly to the cores of the future trunks and arms.
These two points are important, in order to determine the respective contributions of nursery procedures,
management of young vineyards and further repeated
infections on the sanitary status of mature vines.
Step 2: Colonization/defence; host/pathogen relationships
Once GTD fungi have infected the woody tissues, the
colonization phases by fungal communities begin, and
these induce the formation of discoloured and decayed
host wood. This step leads to accumulation of potential
inner inoculum of GTD pathogens, and restricts vine
living and functional wood.
Tree defence concepts
Literature on forest tree pathology gives a key contribution. At basic process levels, knowledge from trees
can be used as a basis for assumptions of vineyard functioning (Lamanda et al., 2012). Reaction zones in trees
are created after infections, at the interface of injured
and functional wood, and these zones restrict the path-
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ogens to particular woody zones. The reaction zone concept, and more generally the defence mechanisms that
develop after infection to limit the pathogen colonization, have been well-documented and conceptualized
in forest trees (Shain, 1971; Boddy and Rayner, 1983;
Pearce, 1996, 2000). To simplify, we here use the reaction zone concept to describe the place where active
vine defences and mechanisms of fungal colonization
are observed. Progression of this reaction zone and subsequent degradation of tissues are assumed to be due to
alterations of micro-environments, or to the microfloral
evolution and dynamics. Resistance mechanisms can
also interfere, as reported by the CODIT model (Shigo,
1979). This considers four types of barriers (“walls”)
that restrict pathogen progression. These “walls” are
related to wood anatomy (parenchyma rays, wall 3,
and annual rings, wall 2), or to active vine responses to
pathogenic fungi. Wall 1 is the synthesis of gums and
phenolics in the host vessels to longitudinally restrict
the fungus, and wall 4 is reinforcement of the cambium zone, so that growth of functional wood rings can
occur ahead of the infections. Pearce (1996) presented a
detailed review of the different concepts in forest trees,
and this has been also discussed in relation to esca of
grapevine (Mugnai et al., 1999).
Characteristics of GTDs-associated fungi
Fungi associated with GTDs show different abilities to colonize wood that can be categorized into wood
degrading ability, defence compounds or ability to counteract the production of grapevine metabolites. Active
compounds synthesized by fungi and grapevines have
been intensively studied, benefitting from the recent progress in molecular techniques used to characterize fungi
and their biosynthesis pathways or interactions. GTD
fungi have different enzymatic abilities for degradation
of lignin, pectin or starch.
Mature xylem vessels of grapevines are dead cells,
composed of cellulose surrounded by hemicellulose and
lignin, and pectic compounds, conferring mechanical
resistance. These walls have different layers (from the
outside to the inside of cell): middle lamella then primary and secondary walls each showing different composition of lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin.
This level of detail is important for understanding the
pathogen colonizing processes, since the intrinsic enzymatic abilities of each fungus differ and could assist
with developing a multi-dimensional model of grapevine wood degradation. Full characterization of fungus
modes of action exists for forest trees, and was outlined
by Schwarze and Baum (2000).
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The GTD pathogens Pch and Pmi show poor lignolytic activity but strong abilities to degrade starch
(Mugnai et al., 1999). Pch mainly occurs in host vessels
(Larignon and Dubos, 1997; Troccoli et al., 2001; Cottral
et al., 2004; Valtaud et al., 2009; Fleurat-Lessard et al.,
2010; Mutawila et al., 2011; Pierron, 2015) and is unable
to degrade secondary walls, but can digest membranes
and thus progress into xylem vessels, potentially in the
presence of tyloses and gum. Pch is also unable to pass
through annual rings (Larignon, 2004). Pmi has been
less extensively studied; it is found mainly in the fibers
(Valtaud et al., 2009; Pierron, 2015) where it can degrade
secondary walls (Fleurat-Lessard et al., 2014), as well as
El. Both of these fungi can be characterized as soft rot
agents (Larignon et al., 2009a; Pouzoulet, 2012) whereas
Pch would rather be like a blue stain fungus (Larignon,
1990; Larignon et al., 2009a). The mode of action of Botryosphaeriaceae is poorly documented, although Gómez
et al. (2016) showed lignolytic activity in an uncharacterized species of Botryosphaeriaceae retrieved from
vineyard surveys. Some research still in progress will
probably provide more information about Botryosphaeriaceae fungi and their action in GTDs. Fmed is a
basidiomycete considered as a white rot (decay) fungus,
with high lignolytic activity and ability to completely
degrade woody tissues (Mugnai et al., 1999).
In addition to predicting the architecture of wood
necrosis, increased knowledge on fungus modes of
action and on trophic relationship in host tissues could
assist prediction of impacts of the fungi on grapevine
carbon (C) metabolism (Oliva et al., 2014). Depending on the trophic interactions between host and fungi
(including biotrophs, necrotrophs, vascular pathogens
or a mix of these) the impact on C metabolism may
come from direct consumption by the fungus, such
as enhanced costs for defences or for repair, negative
impacts on photosynthesis or hydraulic failure. Knowledge on GTD fungi has not determined their trophic
modes of action, even where their non-biotrophic nature
can be postulated. Knowing this could give clues for
unravelling the mechanisms underlying pathogen colonization and their impacts on the grapevine decline.
Multiple conditions determining wood colonization
Apart from the scheme of one-way progression of
fungi presented above, the host/pathogens relationships
found in the reaction zones could be multiple dialogues
between vines and fungi, fungi and fungi (species and
strains), fungi and associated microflora (fungi and bacteria), and the whole is likely to be modulated by environmental conditions.
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Three drivers can, theoretically, determine the extent
of wood colonization by fungi:
- Relationships within trunk microbiota. Predominance of one pathogen over another, co-action of two
micro-organisms or of two strains: microbiota can
be considered as complex networks where microbes
interact with each other, with the environment determining specific conditions that can be more or less
conducive to pathogenicity (Brader et al., 2017). For
GTDs, the grapevine wood microbiota is particularly rich (Hofstetter et al., 2012; Bruez, 2013; Pinto
et al., 2014), and several studies suggest that interactions inside the community of GTD fungi, as well as
vine physiology and the environment, can strongly
affect the behaviour of each fungus alone (Bruno
and Sparapano, 2006a; Oliveira et al., 2009). Bruez
et al. (2014) showed that microflora composition
inside visually healthy trunk tissues varies during the
year. This composition also evolves in time and with
plant tissues. Diversity of the microflora is greater on
young vines (Rey et al., 2011; Hofstetter et al., 2012;
Bruez, 2013) and in visually healthy tissues rather
that in decayed tissues.
- Structural or micro-environmental conditions in
trunks. Although cell walls are mainly used as substrates for fungus nutrition, some fungi can likely
have specific nutritional requirements (Pearce, 1996).
Soluble compounds in parenchyma or in sap can
also influence the progression of fungi. These compounds include amino acids (Magnin-Robert et al.,
2014), soluble sugars (Spagnolo et al., 2014a) or ions
(e.g. iron (Di Marco et al., 2001; Osti and Di Marco,
2010). Temperature (Sosnowski et al., 2011; Landi et
al., 2012; Pontini et al., 2014) and pH (Surico et al.,
2001; Valtaud et al., 2009) have also been shown to
be important factors determining wood colonization
by fungi. In addition, the micro-environmental theory (Boddy and Rayner, 1983), developed for forest
trees, is also pertinent considering. This assumes that
the water content of woody tissues close to the host/
pathogen reaction zones can alone explain fungus
progression inside tree trunks, as fungi follow the
dehydrated and oxygen rich zones that occur along
the reaction zones close to wounds.
- Active vine defences. Living xylem of grapevine, like
other woody perennials, is composed of dead (vessels, fibers) and living cells (paratracheal and ray
parenchyma cells), the whole xylem being submitted to reaction zones and CODIT walls of compartmentalization following infection and colonization by wood pathogens. Reaction zones are regions
of active host responses where active compounds
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are released to slow the progression of pathogens
(Pearce, 1996), thanks to the living cells they host
and that co-exist in the vicinity of dead cells. The
first active defence is tylosis formation inside the
vessels. Tyloses are outgrowths of membranes of
neighbouring parenchyma cells, inside each vessel through the pits, and are generally reinforced by
gels or gums. This first defence response to the presence of a pathogen slows longitudinal progression
(del Rio et al., 2001; Troccoli et al., 2001; Larignon,
2010; Pierron, 2015; Gómez et al., 2016). Among
the defences commonly observed in forest trees
(Pearce, 1996; Yadeta and Thomma, 2013; Smith,
2015), lignin or suberin deposits reinforce cell walls
in the injured zones. Tannins or other phenolics
(e.g. phytoalexins and ‘pathogenesis related’ (PR)
proteins synthesized around zones exposed to slow
radial infection), trap some fungus enzymes or prevent sporulation. Similar compounds have also been
detected in GTDs (del Río et al., 2004; Rolshausen et
al., 2008; Bertsch et al., 2013; Pouzoulet et al., 2013;
Fontaine et al., 2016). Responses to GTD fungi are
thought to occur due to PAMP-triggered immunity
(PTI). Phytoalexins, compounds from the phenylpropanoid pathway such as resveratrol or viniferin,
are found in greater amounts in tissues after infection by GTD fungi (Amalfitano et al., 2000; del Rio
et al., 2001; Bruno and Sparapano, 2006b; Martin et
al., 2009; Spagnolo et al., 2014b). Phytoalexins could
inhibit fungal growth and colonization, as well as
block some metabolites produced by the fungi during infection, or interfere in oxido-reduction reactions (Gómez et al., 2016). In addition to the active
defence processes implemented by vines, the anatomy of the wood could also be important. Density of
parenchyma rays and arrangement in space, could
contribute to increased active responses to infection
(Pearce, 1996). The diameter of vessels (Pouzoulet et
al., 2014) could also be a factor (see below).
Necrotic decayed and discoloured wood, and their consequences
The ongoing host-pathogen process ends with the
formation of discoloured and decayed zones in the
wood. In grapevine, these “necroses” are observed in
the wood cylinders on any adult plant, even in the
absence of FS (Maher et al., 2012; Spagnolo et al., 2012;
Bruez et al., 2014). But these decayed wood zones vary
between plants, in terms of aspect (such as black spotting, brown-red wood, sectorial necrosis, white rot), volume, and location in the trunks and arms. Shape and
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colour of necroses can be associated with specific fungi
which may be isolated from them (Larignon and Dubos,
1997; Mugnai et al., 1999; Calzarano and di Marco,
2007; Kuntzmann et al., 2010; Maher et al., 2012). These
necroses are often spatially associated with pruning
wounds (Galet, 1977; Larignon and Dubos, 1997; Mugnai et al., 1999). This suggests that these areas could be
entry points and the altered tissues of the desiccation
cones could be more likely to be colonized by fungi,
although this has not been proven. In some forest trees,
it has been shown that discolouration developing from
wounds extends more rapidly in an axial than a radial
or tangential direction (Deflorio et al., 2007), and that
the pith has a role in the extent of decay from a branch
to a trunk. In grapevine, the role of the pith in disseminating fungi has also been questioned (Feliciano and
Gubler, 2001; van Niekerk et al., 2011).
Volume of necrosis in vine trunks and arms probably decreases downwards from their tops (Mugnai et
al., 1999). This is consistent with the fact that the upper
trunks (where the Guyot pruning type has been used)
and the arms (for cordon and “gobelet” pruning types)
host most pruning wounds, compared to the lower
trunks and the grafting points supporting fewer wounds
established during the first years of vine life.
Necroses are thus double sources of risk for GTDs.
Firstly, they host inner inoculum that is likely to further disseminate inside the trunks and arms, and secondly, they reduce functional sapwood and storage
capacity of the trunks. However, not all of necrosis
types are likely to impede hydraulic conductivity of
grapevines. This probably depends on necrosis localization with respect to the functional sapwood. Ascent of
the xylem flux can rely on several annual rings of wood
although only the last rings are thought to be functional. The older rings are naturally occluded by tyloses
(Fournioux and Adrian, 2011), which is analogous to
the heartwood of forest trees. We can thus postulate
that necroses affecting the external rings play greater
roles on the reduction of the xylem sap flow than the
more central stem rings.
This raises questions of the impacts of nonfunctional
wood associated with GTDs on conductivity, that need
to be documented. It would be useful to assess whether GTD fungi and wood necroses actually impact sap
conductivity, and how. In that case, exploring alterations of photosynthesis and carbon metabolism would
also be required. Increasing knowledge of xylem functional structure in grapevine, and the possible existence
of distinct pathways of xylem sap from roots to leaves,
would also be very useful to indicate why FS are sometimes expressed on few shoots or on entire vine cano-
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pies. These points are being addressed in several recently
commenced research initiatives.
Step 3: Outburst of tiger stripe-like foliar symptoms
Tiger stripe-like FS have been well-described by
many authors. Notwithstanding, the so called “tiger
stripes” (i.e. interveinal drying or discoloured zones)
show a range of variability (Lecomte et al., 2012),
depending on cultivar or the age of the symptoms.
Because tiger stripe-like FS appear irregularly on
vines that also have perennial necroses and inner pathogen inoculum, additional factors besides pathogens and
their induced wood necroses need to be considered to
explain symptom occurrence. As GTD pathogens have
never been retrieved from host leaves, these factors must
be remotely inducible from where they act.
Some studies have been dedicated to characterizing the physiological disturbance that occurs on symptomatic leaves showing esca disease or Botryosphaeria
dieback, or on asymptomatic leaves from symptomatic
canes, and prior to the outburst of FS (Petit et al., 2006;
Christen et al., 2007; Andreini et al., 2009; Letousey et
al., 2010; Valtaud et al., 2011). This has been reviewed
by Wagschal et al. (2008) and Fontaine et al. (2016).
Symptomatic leaves show low rates of photosynthesis
induced by stomatal closure, impairment of photosynthetic apparatus, and alteration of chlorophyll pigments.
These modifications have also been observed on visually
healthy leaves of symptomatic grapevine canes, but not
on asymptomatic canes.
Apart from GLSD symptoms on leaves, the “brown
stripe” needs to be considered, which was found on
95% of symptomatic vines by Lecomte et al. (2012). This
symptom on a vine is a longitudinal stripe of variable
width and a few millimetres thick, affecting the young
xylem (visible after removing the bark), directly connected to the shoot affected by FS and extending down
the arms and trunk, and sometimes reaching the roots.
The stripe appearance is first yellow or orange and then
ages to brown. Histological observations showed that the
colour is due to vessel occlusion and filling with tyloses and gums (Dubos et al., 2001; Larignon, 2010). The
brown stripe is not necessarily located close to necrotic
tissues or wounds, but severity of FS are related to the
width of the stripe (Lecomte et al., 2012). As Botryosphaeriaceae species are frequently retrieved from these
brown stripes (Dubos et al., 2001; Kuntzmann et al.,
2010), some French authors have considered the symptom to be typical of Botryosphaeria dieback. Lecomte et
al. (2012), however, reported data showing that the wood
brown stripe was generic of esca disease.
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Two hypotheses can account for the outburst of
tiger stripe-like FS, based on the reports of Galet (1977),
Mugnai et al. (1999), Lecomte et al. (2005), Surico et al.
(2006), Pouzoulet et al. (2014), and Gómez et al. (2016).
These are: (i) the action of GTD fungus-associated phytotoxic compounds, which disseminate and reach the
foliage; and (ii) disturbance of sap flow to the leaves on
given xylem pathways altered by fungi. These hypotheses are here respectively termed the “toxins” and the
“hydraulic dysfunction” hypotheses.
A third hypothesis has recently emerged, which suggests that FS could be due to annual infections by some
fungi through pruning or green wounds. The pathogens
then progress into the annual shoots, directly causing
local FS (Larignon, 2017). More research is required to
develop this hypothesis.
The “toxins” hypothesis
In the “toxins” hypothesis, tiger stripe-like FS would
be provoked by the phytotoxic action of one or several metabolites produced by one or several fungi. The
metabolites would be released in the vine sap flow to
move up to the leaves. The metabolites could affect leaf
functioning following their production (or over-production) by the fungi, or because of a lack of capacity of the
host to detoxify them. The inciting factors could be a
change in micro-environment conditions eliciting toxin
production, or a progression of the fungi across reaction
zones to infect previously healthy and functional parts
of the wood, or an ineffective cellular response of the
leaf tissues to the entering toxins.
Considerable research has been reported examining the hypothesis of secondary metabolites and their
potential phytotoxic activity on leaves (Sparapano et
al., 2000; Abou-Mansour et al., 2004; Martos et al.,
2008; Wagschal et al., 2008; Andolfi et al., 2011; AbouMansour et al., 2015). These studies have been encouraged by the similarity of symptoms resulting when the
toxins or fungus culture extracts have been re-injected
into vine leaves or shoots, compared to GTD symptoms
observed in the field. Some of these toxins have also
been retrieved in xylem sap or leaves (Bruno and Sparapano, 2006c; Andolfi et al., 2011).
Visual leaf stripe symptoms may appear after the
onset of foliar lesions (Fontaine et al., 2016; MagninRobert et al., 2017), which suggests that the visual
symptoms may not be directly caused by the toxin(s)
but could be a consequence of an oxidative burst triggered by the toxin(s) up to the leaves (Calzarano and
Di Marco, 2018). Foliar applications of a mixture containing calcium, reported to limit plant oxidative stress
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(Calzarano et al., 2014), reduce incidence of GLSD foliar symptoms (Calzarano et al., 2014; Calzarano and Di
Marco, 2018), supporting this hypothesis.
Several questions remain. It is not known if one or
potentially all of these compounds cause symptoms. The
threshold concentrations inducing toxicity have not been
determined. The interactions with factors determining
leaf susceptibility, and the modes of access to sap flow
also remain to be outlined.
Fmed alone has sometimes been assumed to be
responsible of tiger stripe-like FS (Lafon, 1921), as suggested by positive results from the “curetage” (trunk
cleaning) method for reducing FS occurrence (Thibault, 2015; Yobregat and Abidon, 2019; Cholet et al.,
2019). This method involves removal of all the spongy
white rot off the wood of affected plants, using a small
chainsaw trimmer, regardless of the discoloured wood
that could remain. As the positive effect of “curetage”
has been confirmed in different vineyards, the method could be useful for investigating the role of Fmed
in symptom appearance, even even if an effect of
“curetage” on reducing inner inoculum, or triggering
vine defences, cannot be excluded to explain symptom
reduction (Mondello et al., 2019).
The “hydraulic dysfunction” hypothesis
This hypothesis assumes that typical tiger stripe-like
symptoms could be due to impairment of the sap flow
to the leaves. Following a progression of the fungi to an
apparently functional part of the wood, the associated
volume of vessels would no longer be able to drive the
sap, whether because of a reaction of the vine occluding vessels, the occurrence of “cavitation” phenomena,
or because of both. Cavitation is caused by air bubbles that form and coalesce inside the vessels, leading
to embolism (Tyree and Sperry, 1989; Cochard, 2006).
This can occur when the ratio between transpiration and
xylem flow is too great. It generally occurs at the junctions where resistance to the flow is greatest, particularly in petioles and roots (Lovisolo et al., 2008; Zufferey
et al., 2011). The same explanation was used by Yadeta
and Thomma (2013) to explain the symptoms caused by
some vascular pathogens in forest trees.
Unlike the “toxins” hypothesis, where tiger stripelike symptoms are observed after toxin injection into
healthy detached leaves, the “hydraulic dysfunction”
hypothesis shows no similarity with tiger stripe-like FS.
Tiger-stripe symptoms are not visually or physiologically similar to typical grapevine symptoms of edaphic
water stress (Christen et al., 2007; Andreini et al., 2009;
Letousey et al., 2010; Fontaine et al., 2016; Reis et al.,
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2016). FS can show similarities with symptoms of folletage described by Branas (1974), or to some senescence
symptoms in autumn.
The impact of wood necrosis or the presence of wood
inhabiting fungi on vine hydraulics have not been intensively studied, except for Pch infections on young plants
(Edwards et al., 2007; Fischer and Kassemeyer, 2012) or
some measurements of resistance to sap flow (Andreini
et al., 2009). Recent research (Bortolami et al., 2019) has
advanced this area, and is likely to open new research on
the hydraulic dysfunction hypothesis.
Compatibility of the hypotheses with major characteristics of tiger stripe-like FS
Tiger stripe-like symptoms can affect whole or parts
of plant canopies. With the cordon spur pruning type,
the smallest affected unit is the spur, while with Guyot
pruning, it is the cane. The explanation could be that
xylem of the vine may be sectored, so that a particular
part of the xylem is driving sap from a particular part
of roots to a particular part of shoots (Shani et al., 1993).
Whatever the explanation, severity of canopy FS probably reflects the number or the extent of xylem vessels
which are transporting toxin(s), or which express xylem
flow dysfunction.
FS can show different expressions (colours, severity
on one leaf, severity on each shoot, with or without leaf
abscission). These symptoms could be explained by the
nature and the concentration of the toxic compounds
in the leaves, which may be related to the types of GTD
fungi, and to the intensity of hydraulic disruption, or
by a combined action of both. The type and status of
leaf tissue showing symptoms could also be involved,
depending on cultivar, tissue, age, physiological or nutritional status, or developmental stage. In case of the toxins hypothesis, the volume of foliage that receives the
toxic compounds (acting as a dilution factor) should also
be considered.
In France, tiger stripe-like FS begin after flowering (sometimes late in July for some regions/cultivars).
This could be correlated, as for the toxins hypothesis, to
vine phenological stage. Flowering is a period of active
growth; inflorescences and young grapes become significant sinks for carbon (Lebon et al., 2008). This can
result in poor defences capacities, thereby allowing fungi
to overstep reaction zones or vine defences. According
to the xylem dysfunction hypothesis, this could correspond to the first intense flush of climatic transpiration
demand, contributing to impairment of the xylem.
The two hypotheses also explain fluctuations of FS
from year to year. Conditions for production, release and
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distribution of toxins may be fulfilled in one year but
not in that following, due to variation in plant defence
responses, microbiota and/or environmental status. Xylem
function could also be greater in one growing season
than in the next. Increased radial growth of new xylem,
reduced progression of fungi in healthy ring of wood, or
reduced climatic demand could all affect xylem function.
Step 4: Apoplectic events
Apoplexy is the longest-known symptom attributable to esca (Larignon, 2016), and is probably the most
striking. It involves complete wilting of grapevine canopies, leaves and stems within a few days, generally leading to the death of affected vines (Mugnai et al., 1999).
Apoplexy occurs most frequently during hot days in
July and August each year following rainy events. Old
vines are more prone than younger ones (Surico et al.,
2006), although apoplexy symptoms have also been
noted recently on young vines (Larignon, 2016). When
the trunks of affected plants are sectioned longitudinally, they generally show large amounts of decayed and
discoloured wood (Maher et al., 2012), with “spongy”
material (due to Fmed decay). Hypothesis most frequently proposed is that the abrupt symptom development results from collapse of entire vine hydraulic system, because of decay and critically poor xylem function. These conditions are detrimental to sap flow when
associated with intense climatic demand. Apoplexy is a
nonspecific symptom which can occur with several other
problems or diseases, including the ultimate stages of
decline due to Grapevine fanleaf virus or Syrah decline,
‘folletage’ symptoms, or to mechanical trunk injuries.
Step 5: Vine death
Apart from the consequence of apoplexy, death of
vines that previously expressed FS is poorly described in
the literature. Guérin-Dubrana et al. (2012) showed that
vine death is associated with GLSD, because affected
plants die if FS have occurred at least once in the last
4 previous years. More recently, Calzarano et al. (2018)
showed that the percentage of mortality was higher for
vines showing severe symptoms at the first appearance.
Vine death can occur progressively as plant canes,
arms or spurs die. Lecomte et al. (2014) mention the
death of canes and spurs as indicators of GTDs, in addition to FS. In several countries, death of spurs is also
typical of Botryosphaeria dieback (van Niekerk et al.,
2006; Úrbez-Torres, 2011). Claverie et al. (2017) observed
that FS lead to variable death of spurs, from 0 to 96%,
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depending on the FS severity, year, vine cultivar and the
vineyard.
Vines can also decline, reducing growth and yield
before dying. Petit et al. (2006) showed that tiger stripelike FS lead to reduced reserve restoration in the canes.
Andreini et al. (2013) observed bud break delay on vines
that were esca symptomatic the year before, with reduced
growth rates in the early season being a consequence of
less reserve replenishment the previous year (McArtney and Ferree, 1999; Duchêne et al., 2003). Claverie
et al. (2017) also observed delayed spring growth and
yield reduction for vines that had shown FS the previous
year. These results indicate that FS can alter vine growth
parameters, at least the year following the appearance of
FS. The extent to which lost ‘vigour’ contributes to decline
and death of vines is yet to be assessed.
A given rate of plant mortality in a vineyard could
result from the cumulative effects of apoplexy, death
of individual canes and spurs, and decline. As a consequence, FS occurrence and plant mortality in a vineyard
are only partially correlated, so information on both is
needed to describe particular GTD status.
THE ROLE OF “SOIL-CLIMATE-MANAGEMENT”
SYSTEMS, MICROBIOTA AND PLANT MATERIAL AS
GTD INFLUENCING FACTORS

Once the process is sequenced, the factors that may
influence the GTDs can be integrated. We have been discussing the relationships of these with each component
of the model: wounds, outer and inner inoculum, plant
defences and sap conductivity. These factors can be in
different categories, including host genotype, climate and
soil, microbiota, vine physiology and cropping practices.
Influence of vine physiology
FS and wood symptoms of esca and Botryosphaeria
dieback directly impact on vine physiology by reducing the volume of functional tissues for photosynthesis
and carbohydrate storage. Beside these direct effects on
vine structure, the host-pathogen relationship could also
have consequences for grapevine physiology. Expression of active responses to infection at the plant/pathogen interface, as for release of active defence compounds
in wood reaction zones, or detoxification of toxins in
leaves, implies that plant defence is a substantial expense
for carbon assimilates (Pearce, 1996; Berger et al., 2007;
Bolton, 2009). This has been conceptualized on plants
other than grapevine, especially for pathogens that
attack the source organs (leaves) (Berger et al., 2007) and
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also extensively studied for forest trees and wood pathogens. This assumes trade-offs of tree resources between
growth and defences. Optimizing the plant defence pool
requires consideration of source/sink relationships at the
whole plant level (amount of sources production, competition between sinks). At that point, plant pathology
interferes with plant physiology.
Origin and costs of defences
Little information is available on the influence of
GTDs on the amount of carbon allocated for plant
defences (Bertsch et al., 2013), and on the origin of the
carbon used for defences: either C storage or recently produced photoassimilates, either local storage (in
trunks) or distant storage (in roots).
Forest pathology has explored this more deeply,
although there is no conclusive consensus. Creation of
reaction zones is considered as an investment for host
trees, as evidenced by the increased amount of carbon compounds (and derivatives) in the reaction zones,
which are surrounded by zones where these compounds
are depleted (Christiansen et al., 1987; Viiri et al., 2001;
Guérard et al., 2007).
For GTDs, reduced starch is also observed in parenchyma tissues close to the wood infected by fungi
(Larignon, 1990; Mugnai et al., 1999; Rudelle et al.,
2005; Fontaine et al., 2016) for Eutypa dieback and esca.
This indicates that the starch has been used for host
defence responses, although direct metabolization of
starch by the fungi cannot be excluded.
Some forest tree studies have shown that sources for
carbon used for induced defences are primarily from
local storage, and if they are required, photosynthates
from the leaves translocate to the infection sites (Guérard et al., 2007; Goodsman et al., 2013). Similarly, trees
with depleted C storage show increased susceptibility to
some pathogens (Wargo, 1996).
These results underline the possible role of C storage, that, beside ensuring good renewal of the vegetation each spring, may be important in pathogen attack.
Reserve allocation in grapevine is commonly assumed
to be passively restored every year, from C excess that is
unused for growth of shoots and fruit. Recent studies on
trees have reported that, in some cases (tapping of rubber trees or after wounding and attack by pathogens), C
storage could be an active sink (Silpi et al., 2007; Chantuma et al., 2009; Goodsman et al., 2013). Identifying
energy expensive C sinks for plant defences suggests the
need for study of allocation and partitioning of C within
vines infected by GTD pathogens.
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Competition between sinks
Different models account for allocation of carbon
among organs in plants (Lacointe, 2000), and models
based on source/sink relationships are the most commonly
referred to in grapevine. Traditional source/sink relationships in grapevine, such as those summarized by Champagnol (1984), assume that the compounds produced by
the source organs are allocated to the sinks with priority
levels depending on the phenological stages of vine development. Photoassimilates are first used locally by leaves,
for respiration and growth, and are then exported to the
other sinks depending on their sink strength. Sinks are,
firstly, shoot apices, then young berries during their active
growth, and then berries and perennial organs (trunks and
roots) after cessation of shoot growth. Additional research
on grapevine has also reported and assessed C partitioning patterns among organs (Castelan Estrada, 2001; Bates
et al., 2002; Grechi et al., 2007).
Defences against pathogens are generally not explicitly mentioned as sinks, with these responses being commonly aggregated by physiologists with respiration and
maintenance costs. In forest trees, it has been demonstrated that following a pathogen attack, the infected
host organs become important sinks for C, either for
wood (Goodsman et al., 2013) or for infected leaves (that
were previously source organs) (Berger et al., 2007).
Berger et al. (2007) reported that sink strength can be
indicated from cell wall invertase activity. In grapevine
canes inoculated with Pmi (lignified internodes), upregulation of a gene coding for a cell wall invertase has
been recorded soon (48 h) after infection (Pierron, 2015).
As “sink strength” varies during each year, the
C allocation to defence responses can show different
seasonal trends. In forest trees, development of reaction zones is considered to be a dynamic process that
can be overcome by pathogens and re-built (Schwarze
and Baum, 2000). Host trunks therefore exhibit alternate phases of breakout and new compartmentalization
(Christiansen et al., 1987; Pearce, 1996). This dynamic
process can be explained by successive greater and lesser
amounts of C allocated to the maintenance of reaction
zones. For GTDs, seasonality is also suggested by the
variation of host susceptibility depending on phenological stage: Spagnolo et al. (2014a and 2017) observed
that flowering was the most susceptible stage to inoculations by two Botryosphaeriaceae species, compared to
the earlier Baggiolini stage G (ten leaves separated) and
veraison. They suggested a shift in C allocation rules at
flowering that led to reduced C dedicated to defences.
Similarly, tiger stripe-like FS can appear several times
on each plant between June and September (Claverie,
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2015). The extent to which these successive FS outbursts
are due to different amounts of C allocation to defence,
in combination with variations in microbiota ecology or
microenvironmental conditions, remains to be studied.
Sources are regulated by stress
Sources are also influenced by environmental stresses, such as drought or nitrogen shortage, in nonlinear
ways described by McDowell (2011) and Christiansen et
al. (1987). Conceptual models exist to display the effects
of resource availability on whole plant metabolism, especially the allocation between primary and secondary
metabolisms (for review see Stamp (2003)). Free of water
or nitrogen stress, assimilates are dedicated to growth
(primary metabolism), resulting in small amounts for
defences. When resource availability reduces, growth
slows before photosynthesis (Pellegrino et al., 2006),
and excess C is allocated to secondary metabolites such
as phenolics. Under prolonged drought, photosynthesis is altered so less C is available for defences. This is
why drought is frequently considered as a predisposing
factor for forest tree declines (Desprez-Loustau et al.,
2006; Piou et al., 2006), even where it is unclear whether
drought acts on defences allocation or on tissues composition and attractiveness for pathogens.
This model is consistent with some observations of
grapevine (van Niekerk et al., 2011; Amponsah et al.,
2014) and other plants (Schoeneweiss, 1981), showing
that, following stem inoculations by Botryosphaeriaceae, the lengths of the wood lesions are increased when
predisposed by drought. It is also well-known that tiger
stripe-like FS are favoured in fertile soils and vigorous host growth situations (Destrac-Irvine et al., 2007).
This apparent contradiction with the previous observations can be explained in that those vineyards show
intensive growth and production, which can be deleterious to the secondary metabolism, including defence. In
this case, shoot apex and leaf sink strength would be too
significant to leave enough C for defence mechanisms.
This is only one possible explanation. Others could be
that wood composition is more favourable for nutrition of one or several fungi (Calzarano et al., 2009), or
for toxin production (related to FS emergence). Large
numbers of shoots and canes pruned in winter could
also act as many entry points for the fungi or sources
of dead wood. Combined with low overall defences,
this may lead to insufficiently protected reaction zones,
as hypothesized for forest trees during severe attacks by
bark beetles (Christiansen et al., 1987).
These two examples of possible nonlinear stress
effects on source/sink relationships emphasize the
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importance of first, identification of which stress factor
promotes either wood necrosis, FS outburst or both, as
reviewed by Songy et al. (2019), and second, to specify
drought or vigour intensities or consequences on grapevines, in order to give objective determination of the
amounts of stress on vine C metabolism. The specific
reactions and interactions to stress of all GTD pathogens
of the complex must also be considered.
Combining the ecological defence/growth approach
(as characterized in trees) and physiological source/
sink allocation rules between organs would be of great
importance for GTDs and even for grapevine pathology.
It could help assess respective defence, biomass production and reserve replenishment costs and propose cultural practices to define trade-offs between the three factors.
Management and environmental factors related to vine
physiology
Grapevine physiology (especially C production and
allocations) is determined by the environment, genotype, and crop management practices. Climate (temperature, light, rainfall) is a key factor in vegetative growth,
bunch development and phenology, and, therefore, C
allocation. Climate and soil also influence water and
nitrogen availability, and the water and nitrogen stresses
that regulate photosynthesis and carbohydrate production in leaves. Since cropping practices such as irrigation, fertilization, weed control (competition for nitrogen and water) and planting density (competition with
neighbouring vines) affect water and nitrogen resources,
they also affect vine physiology. Vine rootstock is also
important, because of effects on root development and
uptake capacity, and effects on scion vigour. Cropping
practices, such as de-budding or green harvesting, may
influence the sinks (e.g numbers of bunches), and numbers of wounds (see below). Other practices affecting
the C sources could also be involved, including the vine
training system, vegetation topping or trimming, and
defoliation.
Additional study of grapevine involving physiology or agronomy could improve knowledge of effects of
cropping practices on vine C and nitrogen balance.
Factors influencing the wounds. Numbers and size of
wounds are assumed to be important mainly as probable
entry points for pathogens. However, wounds could also
affect infection success depending on pruning characteristics.
The effects of pruning on production of dead wood,
and on the effectiveness of fungus inoculations have
been intensively studied in forest trees (Dujesiefken and
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Stobbe, 2002; Eisner et al., 2002), and to a lesser extent
in fruit trees (Grosclaude, 1993) and grapevine (Cholet et al., 2017). The influencing pruning parameters are
branch diameter (compared to that of trunks), angle of
branch insertion on trunks which affects pith continuity, and cut angle, especially with respect to collars.
On grapevine, old reports noted similar relationships
between pruning parameters (number, size and localization of the pruning wounds, and association with cane
collars) and production of “desiccated wood” beneath
wounds (Lafon, 1921). More recently, studies have
focused on good pruning practices, which protect the
wood from discolouration and decay, and thus maintain more functional sap flows (Dal et al., 2008; Lecomte
et al., 2011; Simonit et al., 2012; Anonymous, 2013;
Delorme, 2015).
In grapevine, the next step will be to define pruning
characteristics (number, size, disposition of wounds) that
impact inner inoculum and conductivity and hydraulics
of host plants. This could help unravel the causes of FS
outburst, along with the ‘xylem dysfunction’ hypothesis;
but also confirm if resulting dead wood or non-functional vessels are more susceptible to fungal penetration
and colonization than sound tissues.
An indirect consequence of wounding effects is indicated by observations from unpruned or minimally
pruned grapevines, as well as from mechanical hedging.
With these two pruning methods, wounds are mainly
localized on young branches, and less at the interface
with old wood. Consequently, these pruning methods
are expected to give less dead wood and trunk and arm
necroses (Lecomte et al., 2015; Travadon et al., 2016).
Recent studies suggest that there is less impact of esca and
Botryosphaeria dieback on FS and mortality when these
pruning methods are used (Dumot, 2019; Lecomte et al.,
2019) but these effects require further confirmation.
To reduce the number of wounds produced in winter,
de-budding in spring is likely to have negative influence
on GTD infections, as described by Morvan et al. (2012).
They observed that elimination of excessive shoots in
early spring reduced FS occurrence, possibly because
this reduces cane number and subsequent wounding
that occurs with winter pruning. Further research is
required in different situations to confirm these observations.
Climate and soil. As most GTD fungi utilize airborne inoculum, the role of soil on fungus life cycles has
not been closely investigated. The hypothesis requires
further investigation for fungi such as Pch and Pmi
(Larignon and Gramaje, 2015). The role of the soil has
been considered indirectly, through impacts on grapevine physiology, and especially on vine vigor. The soil
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parameters to be considered are numerous. They especially relate to soil structure, texture and depth, and to
fertility (organic matter, microbial status, mycorrhiza).
Recent studies on GTDs have emphasized the role of
soilborne micro-organisms in plant defence induction,
including effects of endophytic rhizobacteria or fungus
biocontrol agents (Di Marco and Osti, 2007; Spagnolo et
al., 2015; Yacoub et al., 2016).
Climate can influence several steps of GTD development, including conservation and dissemination of outer
inoculum, and colonization inside host wood (Fischer
and Peighami-Ashnaei, 2019). These aspects as influenced by heat and drought stress, have been reviewed by
Songy et al. (2019), particularly the dual effects of both
these stresses, and emphasizing the variable consequences when one or a complex of fungi is considered. Growth
of fungi has temperature optima, as reported by many
authors for Botryosphaeriaceae (van Niekerk et al., 2006;
Úrbez-Torres et al., 2014), Pch and Pmi (Valtaud et al.,
2009; Pontini et al., 2014) and El (Sosnowski et al., 2011).
Climate may also influence the composition and
evolution of the whole microbiota. Bruez et al. (2014)
observed evolution of microbiota composition inside
healthy grapevine trunk wood during each year. For
apoplexy and tiger stripe-like FS outburst, climate
affects transpiration flow, which is consistent with both
hypotheses (but possibly greater for xylem dysfunction,
although possibly also for triggering toxin production
(Pontini et al., 2014)).
Several studies have focused on relationships
between temperature, rain and FS. Most indicate occurrence of FS is positively correlated to years with high
rainfall in spring and summer (Surico et al., 2000;
Marchi et al., 2006; Larignon, 2009; Andreini et al.,
2014; Calzarano et al., 2018). This association requires
further elucidation with gradual assessment, to answer
to the following questions: do rainy events act on vine
carbon and nitrogen balance and on host defences and
host/pathogen relationships? Does climate affect temperature and moisture content of trunks favouring colonization by fungi or evolution of internal trunk microbiota? Does it act on soil water content and induce high
levels of transpiration and sap flow?
Genotypic factors. No Vitis species used as rootstocks
and no grapevine (Vitis vinifera) cultivars are known to
be resistant to GTDs (Bertsch et al., 2013). Genetically
controlled abilities to counteract GTDs are most likely
tolerance based on combination of host life traits (Péros,
1995).
In grafted vines, the effects of rootstocks on GTDs is
indirect, acting through vigour conferred to scions and
rootstock rooting capacity. On rootstock mother grape-
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vines, that are pruned each year, discolouration and
decay are observed on trunks (Liminana et al., 2009). But
when these genotypes are used as rootstocks, they show
fewer lesions than the scions (Mugnai et al., 1999). This is
probably due to reduced recurrent wounding when they
are located belowground (after grafting and planting)
than to less intrinsic susceptibility, since rootstocks have
no greater tolerance when inoculated with GTD fungi
(Billones-Baaijens et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2016). When
rootstocks are compared in field trials for ability to develop FS, they show variable performance (Eskalen et al.,
2001; Marchi, 2001; Morvan et al., 2011; Andreini et al.,
2014; Murolo and Romanazzi, 2014; Laveau et al., 2015;
Dumot, 2019). These results suggest the indirect influences of rootstocks on GTD development through one or
several effects on grapevine physiology.
The influence of the host cultivar can be in three
actions: (i) direct action on the colonization by fungi;
(ii) direct action on the outburst of FS; and (iii) indirect
action through grapevine physiology at any stage, from
pruning wounds and infections, to hydraulic conductivity, fruit production and leaf/shoot ratio. This is suggested by the different susceptibility rankings of cultivars,
based on their FS expression or on their responses to
infection (e.g. extent of wood discolouration). Multi-faceted tolerance is also suggested by the combined results
of tiger stripe-like FS rate, recurrence, and mortality rates for different cultivars. Cabernet Sauvignon had
high rates and recurrence of FS but low mortality, while
Chardonnay had high rate of mortality but low amounts
of FS (Andreini et al., 2014). This has also been observed
for Grenache compared with Cabernet Sauvignon (Claverie, unpublished). This suggests an uncoupling between
the causes underlying FS and mortality.
Some distinct factors associated with tolerance to
GTDs have been identified. Cultivars show different
capacities for production of defence compounds, with
more and more rapidly produced defence compounds
detected in tolerant than in susceptible genotypes (Martin et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2013; Spagnolo et al.,
2014b). Different wood compositions (e.g lignin) may
affect constitutive defence levels. The sizes of xylem
vessels could also affect tolerance to GTDs, as it may
be more energy expensive to occlude large vessels than
small ones (CODIT wall 1). Large vessels could also be
more prone to cavitation (Pouzoulet et al., 2014). Compared to rootstock or cultivar, the impact of cultivar
clones on expression of esca or Botryosphaeria dieback
have been less documented (Chevrier, 2013; Murolo and
Romanazzi, 2014; Moret et al., 2019). Results suggest that
if a clone effect on GTD expression can be observed at
the vineyard scale, no stable effect can be generalized at
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a more global scale, across different seasons or with different changing rootstocks.
Microbiota. Antagonist microorganisms can impact
other microbes by competing for niches or nutrients, interfering with toxins or secreting toxic compounds (Compant et al., 2013). They can also stimulate
grapevine defences (particularly systemic defences) or
enhance host resistance to stress (Mondello et al., 2018).
Several reports highlight absence of correlations of
fungal composition between symptomatic and asymptomatic wood (Bruez, 2013; Elena et al., 2019). This can be
explained by the multiple conditions and steps that are
necessary to trigger FS (e.g particular plant physiological status, or amounts of decayed and discoloured wood
required before FS appear). Another explanation may be
the dynamic evolution of the vine microbiota (in a time
span as little as a year) compared to the generally longlasting process (several years) from infection and colonization to FS emergence.
Nevertheless, the action of antagonistic microorganisms on the populations of fungi associated with GTDs
can be assumed. High amounts of GTD fungi and
Trichoderma have been found in visually clear wood of
50-year-old asymptomatic vines, suggesting a microbial balance that may contribute to maintaining the
healthy status of these vines (Bruez et al., 2016). It has
also been suggested that such a balance between plant
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host, environment and microbiota could trigger pathogenicity from non-pathogenic endophytes (Úrbez-Torres,
2011), thus emphasizing on the importance of the hostpathogen-environment triangle (Fischer and PeighamiAshnaei, 2019), or even adding it a fourth component,
resulting in the pathobiome concept (Brader et al., 2017).
Mondello et al. (2018) reported that 40 bacteria or
fungi have been studied as potential biocontrol agents
for GTDs. These agents can interfere at different stages in the disease conceptual model. These could affect
microbial balance inside grapevine trunks, but also as
pruning wound protectants (both in nurseries and vineyards) or defence stimulators (e.g. using Pythium oligandrum; Yacoub et al., 2016). With the increasing demand
for environmentally acceptable disease control agents,
and the development of molecular technologies to accelerate their selection and assess their efficacy, investigations on exploiting the biocontrol potential of microbiota are important.
Another influencing factor to mention in the scope
of microbiota is: if a lot of work has been done to select
efficient active ingredients against GTDs associated fungi (Mondello et al., 2018), the chemical control against
annual grapevine diseases and pests has also proven
to impact the whole grapevine microbiota (Pinto et al.,
2014) without being able to know in which way they
influence this complex system.

Figure 1. Hypothetical sequence of events leading to grapevine foliar symptom outburst. The process can be divided into three steps that
can unfold over several years or occur several times each year and on different parts of each vine. The sequence ends with production of
dead, discoloured wood (necrosis) on perennial structures as well as foliar symptoms, leading to grape quantity or quality losses, and to
death of parts of, or entire, vines. VPD = vapor pressure deficit.
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Figure 2. Investment in defences at the host/pathogen interface and probable implication of whole plant physiology: when pathology meets
physiology. If foliar and wood symptoms cause direct losses for grapevine functioning, defence allocation will also be a probable expensive investment for affected vines, at the host/pathogen interfaces. This expense could be considered as a sink for C assimilates, like shoot
growth, grape production or reserve replenishment. The role of trunk reserves (starch and derivatives) in supplying energy for local defences in the wood is possible, but still to be investigated. Implication of vine balance in optimizing defence allocation would be an interesting
direction for future research. CHO = Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen (C assimilates)

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

This review aimed to integrate, with a systemic
approach, the hypothetical or demonstrated processes,
dysfunctions and stages explaining the occurrence of
FS and death of grapevines affected by esca and Botryosphaeria dieback. Available literature on these diseases
has been reviewed, as well as other relevant topics on
grapevine and on forest trees. The main hypotheses currently proposed by researchers and advisors for these
diseases has been summarized. Building a sequence
of steps in the progression of GTDs helped to develop
assumptions to elucidate their complex etiology, and
brought knowledge from several disciplines into a broad
perspective.
A conceptual model is proposed, based on Figures
1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 summarizes the three distinct steps
that lead to tiger stripe-like FS, Figure 2 presents the
possible connections of GTDs with vine physiology at
the host/pathogen interface, and Figure 3 summarizes
the major factors contributing to slow down or acceleration of the processes added on a prior “baseline”. This
system is a grapevine-microbiota association within a
set of environmental factors according to specific conditions. These conditions can be either positive for the

pathogenic fungi, or deleterious to host grapevines. They
can lead to the progression of the fungi in host wood,
inducing various amounts of dead or non-functional
wood, and be sources of inner inoculum for further
colonization. Both can culminate in expression of FS,
either through direct phytotoxic effects or indirect disruption of the sap conductive systems. This unfavourable
situation for grapevines causes yield and quality losses,
and death of parts of, or entire, vine wood structures
(branches or trunks), mainly through direct FS impact.
Some indirect drawbacks can also occur, through alteration of grapevine physiological functioning, including
photosynthesis efficiency, potential reserve replenishment, enhanced costs for defences or modifications in
source/sink relationships. Together, these trigger the
negative grapevine decline process.
From the knowledge integrated in this review, we
propose a sequence of events taking place to explain
FS outburst. Since this analysis remains “qualitative”, it
is not possible to “rank” the importance of the events
for the probability or rapidity of FS occurrence. The
respective contributions of infection, colonization, host
defences and FS outburst putative causes to avoidance or
reduction of FS and mortality are unable to be assessed.
Nevertheless, this knowledge is necessary before test-
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Figure 3. Conceptual model of GTDs based on the hypothetical sequence of events and adding major drivers of the system. GTD-associated fungi are part of the microbiota and account for outer and inner inoculum. They enter vines through wounds, at many possible stages
during the vine lifetimes, co-existing and interacting at the reaction zones. Because they are wood inhabiting fungi that alter wood (where
storage and sap flow take place), because defences are needed, and because FS can alter vine physiology, global source/sink relationships
need to be considered as indirect drivers in this approach. Grapevine/fungi relationships are modulated by microbiota and environmental
conditions during each growing season and during vine lifetimes. These multiple combinations result in occasional outbursts of foliar symptoms contributing to vine decline and death. The modulating factors belong to different categories: relations inside the microbiota (indicate
in purple), climate and soil (blue), scion and rootstock genotypes (orange), cultural practices (red), that impact wound production and
infection or grapevine physiology. A single factor can impact different parts of the sequence, aggravating the complexity. This conceptual
model needs to be validated. N = Nitrogen, VPD = vapor pressure deficit, CHO = Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen (C assimilates).

ing solutions to avoid or limit GTDs. Would it be more
relevant to improve defence mechanisms or to reduce
the amount of infection points to limit FS occurrence?
Would it be sufficient to associate a tolerant cultivar
with few pruning wounds to control GTDs in most climates of the world? Are pathogenic fungi the most influential factors in the model, or is vine physiology, generated by combinations of unfavourable cropping practices, more important? How efficient would it be to fulfill
requirements to maintain particular favourable equilibria of vine microbiota? How will the system evolve in
the context of ongoing global climate change? Some of
these questions could be addressed by research in factorial vineyard experiments and long-term monitoring,
which is probably difficult establish. As vine growers are
subject to technical and economic constraints, they are
unlikely to explore and implement all possible approaches to GTD management. Knowledge upon these methods
will be crucial for profitable grapevine production.
As the proposed conceptual model attempts to identify each step in FS development, approach could also

be used to build a diagnostic tool in real situations, for
example to suggest the GTD weakness points for a given
vineyard, or to elaborate vineyard monitoring systems
leading to low FS and damage. For that, it will be important to have practical indicators and tools describing
the system status. This could include a real-time indicator of grapevine defence status, a practical tool to assess
qualitative and quantitative outer inoculum patterns in a
vineyard, a marker of grapevine hydraulic efficiency, and
a non-destructive indicator of the amount of decayed or
non-functional wood in vine trunks.
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